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Part Twelve of Greater Than: Lessons from the Book of Hebrews

by Dr. Scott F. Heine

Grateful for Family
Last Sunday, I shared with you that my celebration of
Thanksgiving this past week would kind of overflow with
gratitude for so many different blessings in life:








I’m up and walking and pain-free after a bunch of
surgeries and a couple of weeks in the ICU last year,
I’m humbled — I mean, truly humbled — that my wife
has endured 30 years with me, and that we will be able
to share a special celebration together next spring.
I’m kind of blown away at the sight of my 3 kids all
grown up, all in love, all revealing a remarkable
maturity and wisdom and integrity.
I’m still reeling at the idea of being a grandfather and
watching a new generation discover the world. I never
would have guessed at how that experience radically
expands a person’s understanding of life, of history, of
the passing of time, and more.

But of all the things that were swirling in my thoughts
while we were prepping for the feast and gathering with
family and friends — of all those amazing blessings I’ve
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experienced — God has really opened my eyes to the
incredible blessing of… well, of you.
Hope is a very special church family filled with some
really amazing people. And it’s times like this — when
people in our church family are struggling and hurting, and
when others just surround them in prayer and love and
tangible support — I just kind of feel awestruck. I often
wonder how the rest of the world can possibly walk through
such trauma without this kind of community, or how anyone
can face such hardship without the hope that’s found in God
and his people.
In God’s infinite wisdom, he created the church — the
ἐκκλησία [ekklēsía] — the “assembly,” the “calling out of a
people.” And in God’s sovereignty and goodness, he has
determined that for at least this season of life, we would
share the experience of being that “assembly” together. That
we would share life together.
As we’ve been adopted into a new family with God as
our heavenly Father and each other as brothers & sisters,
we’re something of a laboratory. We have this
extraordinary opportunity to experiment with new ways of
thinking and relating to others, and to practice our new life
in Christ with each other. We learn what it’s like to relate to
God and others in this unique context, where we all share
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the history of being “works in progress,” where we’re
committed to a very simple instruction from the Lord:
Be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving
one another, as God in Christ forgave you. (Ephesians
4:32 ESV)

God creates for us a safe place — a loving, patient,
forgiving community — that allows us to be real and
transparent, to ask tough questions, to struggle and
sometimes fall flat on our faces so that we learn the practical
lessons of a new life in Christ.

Needing Family
The truth is that we need each other. I need you and you
need me.
We need to be objective reflections of what we see
going on in each other’s lives, holding each other
accountable to a new way of living in Christ.
We even sometimes push each other’s buttons so that
we can be refined without the sadness of a culture full of
“disposable relationships” as people just bounce from group
to group in search of greener grass.
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We get to laugh together. We celebrate the triumphs
and milestones of life. And when things get really tough, we
lean on each other.
Bear one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the law of
Christ. (Galatians 6:2 ESV)
This gift of God — a community of people who hold
each other tight when times are hard, and who encourage
each other to stand strong and reflect God’s grace to a
hurting and hurtful world — this gift of community was
especially important to the Hebrew Christians in the 1st
century… the original audience of the New Testament letter
that we’re studying this autumn.
You may recall that the Jews who embraced Christ as
their promised Messiah were facing incredibly difficult
circumstances. They suddenly found themselves isolated
from friends and family who were still in bondage to religion
and the impossible challenges of the Old Covenant. And they
also found themselves facing rejection and hardship from a
Greco-Roman world that had embraced hedonism and pagan
mythology.
As a result, those 1st century Jewish Christians were
actually pondering moving backwards… distancing
themselves from their new faith in Jesus. So the letter to the
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Hebrews reminds them over and over that Christ is greater
than anyone and anything in which they might place their
faith — greater than the prophets, greater than the religious
systems they once knew, greater than any priest, greater
than Abraham and Moses and even the very angels of
heaven.
Over and over again they’re encouraged to stand strong
in their faith, to hold on tight, to be reminded of the greater
truth, to catch a glimpse of a greater reality that awaits them.

Because…
And by the time we reach the middle of the 10th
chapter of Hebrews, the author kind of switches the focus of
the remainder of the letter to the implications of all the truth
that he has shared (and that we’ve been looking at for the
past couple of months).
Therefore, brothers… (Hebrews 10:19 ESV)
And you know what they say about that word: When we
see a “therefore” we need to ask what it’s “there for.”  In
this case, it marks that transition from talking about…
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…The elementary doctrine of Christ and… forward
to further understanding. (Hebrews 6:3 ESV/NLT)
…and now focusing on the implications of everything we’ve
learned about the superiority of Christ to all the religious
laws and ceremonies and traditions.
Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to
enter the holy places by the blood of Jesus… (Hebrews
10:19 ESV)

…And since we have a great priest over the house
of God, (Hebrews 10:21 ESV)
“Since” these things we have been studying are true —
since we no longer look to any human being to represent us
before God, but rather can come directly into the presence of
God one-on-one in a relationship of intimacy, innocence, and
complete trust — since all of this is true, there are some
implications for us.
And the author of Hebrews presents the implications of
the greatness of Christ in terms of what we experience not
only as individuals but also as a community, as church family.
What follows are a handful of “let us” statements. (No,
not “lettuce” statements. “Let us” statements. )
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There are actually 4 (yay, verily, 5!) “let us” statements
in the paragraph that follows. And, as we’ve entered the
holiday season and most of us are enjoying a special focus on
“family” at this time of year, it seems appropriate that we
pause and think about what God says we should be
experiencing as a church family.

Let Us… Worship (10:22)
Since we have confidence to enter the holy places
by the blood of Jesus… let us draw near with a true
heart in full assurance of faith. (Hebrews 10:19,22 ESV)
Let us pursue an intimacy with God. Let us worship.
We explored the imagery of this last Sunday in our look
at how the tabernacle here on earth is but a shadow of the
“more real” worship that transcends time and space.
The idea is this: In the Old Covenant, there were all
these barriers between people and God.


There was the barrier of geography. Even though God
exists everywhere at once, the ancient Hebrews were
instructed to travel to Jersualem, to climb the mountain,
the ascend the steps of the Temple, all as a physical
illustration of moving closer to God. In fact, every Jew
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was commanded to make this trek multiple times
throughout the year.




There was the barrier of judgment. As the drew closer
to the symbolic presence of God, the brazen altar stood
in the way. Because of sin, judgment was necessary.
Blood had to be shed. A sacrifice had to be made.
There was the barrier of purity. Most people never got
any closer to God’s presence that the outer courtyard.
But those who God had selected as priests over the
years had duties within the inner building, the holy
place — keeping the lamps lit, changing the bread,
burning incense morning and night. But only one
person ever went beyond the veil that separated the
purity and holiness of God from the fallen, flawed,
sinfulness of man. And even then it was only one person
on one day a year.

But now that all those barriers are gone — since God
has entered our world and transcended geography, since
the blood of Jesus forever satisfies the need for judgment,
since we have the confidence of forgiveness and purity in
God’s presence — “let us draw near.”
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Let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance
of faith, with our hearts sprinkled clean * from an
evil conscience and our bodies washed with pure
water. (Hebrews 10:22 ESV)
* That’s an illustrative reference to the way the blood of sacrifices
was splattered across the altar and across the people
who wanted to come before God.

Once again, the author of Hebrews taps into the
symbolism of the rituals of the Old Covenant and shows how
Jesus is greater than all of them. In the old Tabernacle, the
priest would wash himself as he prepared for worship.
There was the grime of the world to get rid of. There was the
gore of death and judgment to clean away.
Even today Christ’s followers embrace the symbolism of
baptism to represent that we’ve been made pure before
God, that our old selves are dead and buried, and that we’ve
risen to new life in Christ.
Because that’s true, we don’t come to God with fear. We
come with “full assurance of faith.” Christ’s followers have
sought his forgiveness for our sins, and we never dread his
judgment again.


When we pray, we know that we are God’s children
talking to the Father who loves us.
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When we worship, we know that we are singing and
dancing and shouting with joy for the God who
welcomes us and delights in us.
And even when we blow it — even when we need to
come clean with God and renew our submission to his
lordship — we’re not timid and unsure. We’re relieved
and rejoicing because we know God’s faithfulness
endures even when ours wavers.

So “let us draw near” with a “true heart” — motivated
by the truth of God’s love and grace, completely confident in
our prayer and worship together.

Let Us… Hold Tight (10:23)
Let us hold tightly without wavering to the hope we
affirm, for God can be trusted to keep his promise.
(Hebrews 10:23 NLT)

This idea of “holding fast to the hope” kind of echoes
throughout this letter to the Hebrews.
This hope is a strong and trustworthy anchor for our
souls. It leads us through the curtain into God’s
inner sanctuary. (Hebrews 6:19 NLT)
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Past the ancient barriers. The hope, the certainty, of a
safe and loving welcome in God’s presence.
The “hope we cling to” is a “better hope” than anything
else this world has to offer.
Now we have confidence in a better hope, through
which we draw near to God. (Hebrews 7:19 NLT)
And holding tight to this “better hope” is essential for us
as God’s people, as a church family, because that enduring
faith is the hallmark of our identity in Christ.
We are God’s house, if we keep our courage and
remain confident in our hope in Christ. (Hebrews 3:6 NLT)
Let us hold tightly without wavering to the hope we
affirm, for God can be trusted to keep his promise.
(Hebrews 10:23 NLT)

This “hope” that we’re holding tightly to without
wavering is not merely “wishful thinking.” The Greek word is
ἐλπίς [elpís] — the focus is more on “expectation” than
wishing. It’s a kind of “certainty” that comes through faith.
It’s a “confidence” in something (or, in this case, in
someone). It’s the “knowledge of a fact” and the complete
reliance upon the truth of that fact.
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So, together — as community, as family — “let us” be
steadfast and unshakable in what we know to be true. Let
our faith be rock steady amidst a turbulent world. Let us be
enthusiastic students of God’s Word and of all truth so that
we are completely anchored to our Lord and to all that he
has revealed to us.
Why? Because “God can be trusted to keep his promise.”
Because…
God has said, “I will never fail you. I will never
abandon you.” (Hebrews 13:5 NLT)
God is rock steady, and we can be rock steady as we are
anchored to him.
I think this is a big part of why the implications of the
truths of this letter are offered to us as community. Frankly,
when the noise of life gets loud, and chaotic, and painful, and
discouraging, that’s when we really need each other to
remind us of the unfailing love and grace and promise of
God.
As I stood in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit with Jared
Legg Friday night, still reeling from the news of the
incredible tragedy and hardships facing his family, I found
myself speaking old, familiar words that we both already
knew were true. About how God was present and involved
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and compassionate in the midst of their heartache. How God
loves their children and desires the best for them. How God
would provide the strength and wisdom they need amidst all
the trauma. Words that are so well known and have brought
such comfort, but words that God’s people echo to each
other again and again in the painful, frightening noise of life.
Alone, we’re prone to doubt. Alone, we’re vulnerable to
a spiritual enemy who constantly lies to us and tries to draw
us away from God. But together, we “draw near” to God.
Together, we “hold tight” to our hope in him.

Let Us… Provoke (10:24)
So the letter to the Hebrews continues: Let us draw
near to God. Let us hold tight to our hope. And…
Let us consider how to stir up one another to love
and good works… (Hebrews 10:24 ESV)
This is one of my favorite expressions in the New
Testament. As a church family, because Christ has made it
possible for us to be intimately connected with God as
individuals and as a community, we are to “stir up one
another.” The Greek word is παροξυσμός [paroxusmós] —
literally, to “spur” each other, the way a cowboy jabs the
flanks of his horse with his spurs.
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The concept is more than simply “stimulating” each
other, “challenging” each other, or “encouraging” each other.
It’s more the idea of “provoking” each other. In a different
context, the word would indicate prodding someone to the
point of irresistible irritation — to the point where they
can’t help but respond because the provocation is
overwhelming. But here this “spurring one another on” is a
positive idea.
In other words, if you hang out with God’s people in the
context of a church family, you should be regularly reminded
of God’s invitation to experience intimacy with him. You
should find strength to hold on tight to your confidence in
the power and promise of God no matter how tough life gets.
And you should feel overwhelmingly challenged and
provoked to love God, to love others, to pour out mercy and
forgiveness and goodness to the people God brings into your
life.
God never intended for church to be a place where we
come and hang out in the crowd watching the religious
drama and ceremony unfold. The community of God’s people
is a place where we’re constantly moving toward
transparency, toward interdependency, toward getting all
up in each other’s business, exposing our lives and
challenges to one another, reflecting God’s grace and
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wisdom to each other, and often metaphorically jabbing each
other in the side to provoke growth and service.
I’ve got a couple of people in my life that are a source of
heartache and disappointment, who remind me of old
wounds even as they create new wounds. There are times
when I kind of need to vent my frustration — the irritation
of my old flesh patterns and pre-Christ ways of thinking and
feeling and relating. And I need a safe community like God’s
people who can understand and accept that venting
frustration, but who will also gently refocus my heart toward
the truth. I need brothers and sisters who put their arm
around my shoulder and remind me that God loves those
irritating and hurtful people, so I need to love them the way
God does. I may even need someone to grab my by the
shoulders, make me look them in the eye, and tell me to
“knock it off” if my old flesh pattern is out of control.
We “spur each other” on to love God and love others.
And we “spur each other” on to share goodness with the rest
of the world — not as a means of earning favor with God, but
rather because God has already poured out his favor upon
us. We obey God not to make things right with him, but
because he has already made things right with us.
Loving other and doing good in this world is simply who
we are! And we need each other to provoke that love and
goodness among us.
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Let Us… Endure & Encourage (10:25)


Let us draw near to God.



Let us hold tight to our hope.



Let us provoke each other toward love and goodness.
And, finally…
Let us not neglect our meeting together, as some
people do, but encourage one another, especially
now that the day of his return is drawing near.
(Hebrews 10:25 NLT)

Because we need each other, we need to come together
and invest in relationships with each other. Each of us needs
to take the initiative to get to know others in our community,
to weave our lives and experiences together with others.
Whether it’s something formal like a Growth Group where
brothers and sisters pray and study and share life’s
experiences, or whether it’s informal like grabbing a cup of
coffee and choosing to be transparent and vulnerable with
each other, or whether it’s something very corporate as
gathering on a Sunday morning and turning our attention
away from ourselves and onto the glory of our praiseworthy
God, we need each other.
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I mentioned earlier that our world is plagued with the
concept of “disposable relationships.” Things get tough?
Walk away. That person disappoints us? Then separate.
Divorce. Betray and abandon. That group of people not living
up to our expectations? Just go and find another group.
Sadly, sometimes even people in churches do this. We
bring our consumer mindset to the experience of God’s
community, and we think we’ll just shop around until we
find that group that does everything we want in the way that
we want it… and we’ll stay with them until we want
something else and then we’ll go shopping for another
community again.
But there’s a reason God calls is people to endurance
with each other. There’s something subjective and intangible
and utterly life-changing about longevity with a community
of God’s people. We share life with each other over the longhaul. That’s by God’s design.
Our spiritual enemy is always looking for ways to
fracture God’s people. He’s already done a terrifyingly
effective job, judging from the myriads of competitive and
conflicting church in our culture, creating so much confusion
for a world who simply needs to know Christ. He stirs up
controversy. He poisons people with fatigue and discontent.
He lures people with promises of greener grass on the other
side of the next fence.
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But when God’s people are faithful to each other, it’s a
reflection of God’s faithfulness to us. When we stick together,
when we make gathering with one another a priority, when
we walk through some tough stuff with each other and get to
the other side of it, that tells the world something about the
enduring, unconditional, faithful love of God that is alive in
us.
The church should be the antidote for a world poisoned
by disposable relationships. We should be a place of strong,
enduring marriages, of parents who don’t give up, of friends
who stick together, of conflicting personalities who work it
out, of differing ideas and perspectives who find common
ground.
We don’t back away from our faith, and we don’t back
away from each other. We don’t give up. We endure. And we
encourage each other — literally empowering each other to
be courageous — especially as we watch the events of
history unfold and look forward to that day when Christ
returns, reigns in majesty and righteousness, and ultimately
brings history to a close in favor of a new world
forevermore.
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Rising Together
In fact, if you follow the thread of big ideas throughout
the letter to the Hebrews, there’s this very “anticonsumerism” idea being expressed.
Yes, absolutely, we need each other. God has brought us
together as a church family to share life with one another.
But, ultimately, the goal is that we all become leaders in an
ever-expanding community.
Let’s worship together. Let’s hold tight to our faith. Let’s
spur each other on. Let’s encourage each other. Because
remember what the author of this letter said earlier:
You have been believers so long now that you ought
to be teaching others. (Hebrews 5:12 NLT)
There’s a natural progression within the community of
God’s people. We come together. We learn. We grow. We are
refined. And we increasingly become the leaders of the next
spiritual generation.
God never intended church to be an audience or a group
of consumers benefitting from the work of a minority, of the
“professionals,” of the few.
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Yes, we are all uniquely gifted by God for specific tasks
within the body. But the leaders, the pastors, the teachers…?
Their responsibility is to equip God’s people to do
his work and build up the church, the body of
Christ. (Ephesians 4:12 NLT)
This continues until we all come to such unity in our
faith and knowledge of God’s Son that we will be
mature in the Lord, measuring up to the full and
complete standard of Christ. (Ephesians 4:13 NLT)
Then we will no longer be immature like children.
We won’t be tossed and blown about by every wind
of new teaching. We will not be influenced when
people try to trick us with lies so clever they sound
like the truth. (Ephesians 4:14 NLT)
Instead, we will speak the truth in love, growing in
every way more and more like Christ, who is the
head of his body, the church. (Ephesians 4:15 NLT)
What Paul writes here to the Christians in Ephesus is
the same thing being expressed by the author to the
Hebrews. As a community, we grow and then become
leaders helping others to grow.
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Hope Christian Fellowship exists to help people…
KNOW God intimately,
GROW in relationship with him and others, and
GO share his life-changing love with the world.
It’s this beautiful cycle that just goes on and on, with
God’s people — the children of the Risen King — growing
and rising up together to reveal God’s love and grace to the
world, to bring him honor with transformed lives, to rejoice
in his goodness as we proclaim Christ greater than all this
world has to offer.
Let us be all that God has called us to be. Let us draw
near, hold tight, spur one another on, endure together, and
encourage each other in the hope to which we’ve been
called.
For his glory…

PRAYER • SONG: Come People of the Risen King
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